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I’ve approached eBook vendors at the last several ALA meetings with what I think would be a surefire idea to sell a new type of eBook package — “books with feet.” According to the OCLC glossary, “books with feet” “refers to library books that are commonly lost, stolen, vandalized or misshelved. They are typically popular titles and cover a wide range of subjects and contemporary issues.” (http://www.oclc.org/support/documentation/glossary/oclc/default.htm) These titles pose collection development problems to all types of libraries because, no matter how many times the library reorders these titles, the books disappear soon after reaching the shelf. Putting the title behind the desk helps a bit but does not guarantee that the book won’t be stolen and hinderers access by users who are too shy to ask the librarian for what are often controversial items. As a concrete example, my librarian spouse has stopped ordering titles on witchcraft and tells students that it’s not an issue of censorship but rather of economics since her budget is too small to keep ordering replacements.

An obvious solution would be to buy these titles as eBooks. eBooks can’t be stolen, vandalized, or not returned. Many library patrons could access them at home over the Internet in addition to reading them within the library. An even better solution would be for vendors to develop packages of eBooks for subject areas where books most frequently walk away. If such eBook collections already exist, I don’t know about them so that a bit more advertising would be in order. (Since I enter all the contests that I can at the ALA exhibits, I get email advertisements from a broad range of publishers and vendors for all types of libraries. I briefly look at most since I teach collection development to future librarians in all types of libraries.)

I could see vendors using several strategies to identify such collections. The first step would be to identify the areas where materials walk away by searching library literature, talking with individual librarians, sponsoring focus groups, searching library wikis and blogs, or simply making educated guesses. I’d immediately include witchcraft, the occult, and sex. Some potential high theft areas such as materials on pop and sports stars might not remain popular long enough to be worth the effort. To find less obvious areas, the vendor could ask for lists of lost items from a representative sample of various types of libraries. At Wayne State University, the library has difficulty keeping materials on race relations on the shelf; but other libraries may not have problems with this subject. Vendors could use the same lists to identify individual titles. Other resources could be bibliographies of all sorts including pathfinders and may not have problems with this subject.

Having sold such a product, the vendor could ask for lists of lost items from a representative sample of various types of libraries. The vendor could use the same lists to identify individual titles. Vendors could use the same lists to identify individual titles. Other resources could be bibliographies of all sorts including pathfinders and reading lists, searches by subject headings (Library of Congress Subject Headings and Sears) and classification ( Dewey and Library of Congress), and suggestions from librarians and other experts in the chosen subject areas. I don’t know how difficult it is for publishers to acquire eBook rights; perhaps this would be the stumbling block for my proposal. I would like to see collections of various sizes/prices and for different types of libraries — academic, public, and school. As another option, an inventive jobber might identify clusters of such titles among existing eBooks and sell them as a package to customers. Finally, librarians needing a publication or two for tenure might compile such lists, preferably in a digital format suitable for online ordering.

This idea makes a lot of sense to me. The library can finally buy “books with feet” and know that the titles can’t walk away. I think some librarians would pay a premium for this assurance. The idea also has positive service aspects. Shy users can more easily consult titles on controversial subjects such as sex without having to ask the librarian for the titles behind the desk. If any publisher, vendor, or librarian implements this idea from reading my column and makes money or gets published, I’d appreciate being taken out for dinner at the next ALA. A relatively cheap ethnic restaurant would do.

normal spoken voice level — the machine uses a pair of built-in mics to cancel out echoes and pull the sibilants out of the ambient noise). How does it work? Not too badly, actually, and it’s absolutely going to get better. The designers know: this is really the Next Big Thing. In short, hardware keyboards are going to go away, or at least, be optional. Probably many sporting people will continue to use them, even enjoy them, their skill a point of pride — much as I enjoy a five-speed manual transmission in a responsive automobile — but in five or ten or twenty years, believe me — probably most people simply won’t bother with them. Think Bluetooth headphones for speech input and audio output, and projected images onto fashion eye wear for video output. How about motion sensing gloves or finger rings with accelerometers built in, or a pair of tiny cameras (for three dimensional vision) turning gestures into commands, or text, or even speech (a frightening thought, if you think of it…) Spelling checkers? Primitive! No, what we’ll have will be Colloquial Speech Cleaner-uppers! Here’s how it will work:

End-user spoken input: “…So Churchill was like Wow, he’s like, I mean, forget it, like, no way, I mean, I’m Sure! But Stalin’s like, WOAH!”

Cleaner-upper textual output: “Churchill held deep reservations about Stalin’s geopolitical aspirations in the disputed zone. Stalin’s rejoinder, however, was both unequivocal and unyielding.”

Many of our college students will come to rely upon this technology, and some of our educators will regard these developments with growing alarm. A few will declare that the written word and spoken word themselves are in mortal peril.

Yet others will embrace it, saying, “Like, we’ve got to speak to the student like they’re feeling, thinking, entities, glowing matrices of subjective actuality, if we can just overcome our generational elitist cultural bias and connect with them on her own level!” Make no mistake — this will be in our lifetimes — and sooner than we think… ☝️